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Channel Swimming Association - Official Site Swim the English Channel. The Channel Swimming Association was founded in 1927 and is internationally
recognised to observe and authenticate channel swims. Your first steps... Read our step by step guide on how to swim the English Channel with the Channel
Swimming Association. Aspire Channel Swim 2018 | Swimming Challenge For Charity Register for this years Aspire swimming challenge for charity & join us to
raise money for spinal cord injury by swimming the length of the channel. Our charity swim 2018 registration is now open! Register today. 26 things you probably
didn't know about swimming across ... Swimming the Channel is not cheap and will set you back a few thousand pounds, the largest chunk of which goes towards a
registered pilot and escort boat (up to Â£2,750). 8.

FAQ | Channel Swimming Association The English Channel is a unique and demanding swim, considered by many to be the ultimate long distance challenge. It isn't
just the distance that is the challenge, but more, the variable conditions that you are likely to encounter. Channel Swimming & Piloting Federation - Swim the channel
This section will guide you through the necessary steps from booking your swim to the big day. Please read everything thoroughly. We are also here to help if you
want to cross the English Channel by other methods such as rowing, canoeing, paddle boarding, etc. and need an escort pilot boat and crew to assist you. List of
successful English Channel swimmers - Wikipedia First man to swim the English Channel in both directions. He swam from France to England in August 1927 and
from England to France on 18 August 1934. He swam from France to England in August 1927 and from England to France on 18 August 1934.

Sign up - Aspire Swimming Challenges 2017 - Swim For Charity About The Aspire Charity. Aspire ensures that everyone with a spinal cord injury has the
opportunity to live an independent and fulfilled life. We receive no statutory funding, so every penny raised through the Aspire Channel Swim helps our vital work.
Swimming the English Channel | Dover.UK.com The Queen of the Channel - and the person who has swum it more times than anyone else - is Alison Streeter MBE,
who lives in Dover. Alison has made 43 successful solo crossings, including a three-way swim, and has also participated in six relay swims. What it's really like to
swim the English Channel - Telegraph Matt Townsend caught the wild-swimming bug in 2012. Only two years later, inspired by his octogenarian neighbour who had
swum the Channel in 1964, he attempted to do the same.

About The Aspire Charity - Swim For Charity About The Aspire Charity. Aspire ensures that everyone with a spinal cord injury has the opportunity to live an
independent and fulfilled life. We receive no statutory funding, so every penny raised through the Aspire Channel Swim helps our vital work.
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